THE ECUMENICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE OXFORD MOVEMENT

Richard Penaskovic

A major conference was held at Keble College, Oxford from July 11th to the 15th, 1983 commemorating the 150th anniversary of the Oxford Movement, a powerful and widely influential religious, political and social phenomenon. The purpose of the conference was to reconsider some of the major themes of the Oxford Movement, both historically and theologically, and thus to add to the renewal of Anglican theology. One theme which the conference did not consider explicitly was the ecumenical significance of the Oxford Movement, the subject of this essay.

The Oxford Movement is important on many levels. First, it makes explicit and conscious the English evolution from a single society to a pluralistic one. After the writings of Locke, Hobbes, Bacon, Butler and Hume had set the stage, the Oxford Movement signalled the end of the earlier participative system of social organization in which Church and State were coextensive and mutually inclusive. Henceforth to be a citizen of the State was not synonymous with being a member of a divine society. (1) Second, the Oxford Movement reflects the larger movement of European thought in its concern for the historical continuity between past and present, its idealization of the principle of authority in both Church and State, which the French Revolution had denounced, and in its later stage, its emphasis on development and organic growth. (2) Third, although the prose of the Tractarians may be sometimes tainted by provinciality and thus sound archaic today, it does contain some important means for interpreting not only the Victorian age, but our own as well, according to H. Fulweiler. (3)
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This essay consists of three distinct but related sections. First, I shall situate the Oxford Movement within its historical context. Second, I shall show how the theme of reunion finds expression in the thought of the Tractarians. Third, I shall offer some concluding reflections on the ecumenical significance of the Oxford Movement.

**Historical Context**

Most historians agree that the Oxford Movement may be divided into generations. The first phase, 1833—45 had Oxford as its center, whereas the second, which commenced with the consecration of St. Saviour’s Leeds, built through Pusey’s generosity, was centered in the expanding towns of England and tried to live out the teaching of Froude, Keble and Pusey at the parochial level. This second generation is often called “high church” and continued throughout the Victorian era. A third generation, who called themselves Anglo- or English Catholics, arose in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Their opponents labelled them Ritualists, Sacramentalists or Romanists. They argued against much high church teaching and did not believe that the church in any one country could cut itself off from the rest of Western Christianity. In this essay my main focus of attention will be on the early phase of the Oxford Movement between 1833—45 excluding such topics as the aftermath of ritualism, the Roman Catholic revival and later Catholic socialism.

The Oxford Movement begins with the publication of Keble’s Assize Sermon on July 14, 1833, and the first phase ends in 1845 with Newman’s conversion to Roman Catholicism. More than casual significance is attached to the name, “Oxford” Movement. As C. Dawson points out, the ethos of Tractarianism finds its natural setting in the Oxford of the 1830’s which still preserved its own social tradition and kept its independence.

---


5. High churchmen put great stress on the sacred nature of the church, saw the need for sacramental channels of grace, maintained that the Reformation gave the essentials of the Mass in the English Communion service and felt that catholicity had always been taught in the English Church. Of course, catholicity had nothing to do with the Pope but implied that those churches in apostolic succession which administered Baptism and Holy Communion revered the ancient creeds and believed in the inspiration of Scripture. Cf. J.E.B. Munson, “The Oxford Movement by the End of the Nineteenth Century: The Anglo-Catholic Clergy,” *Church History* 44 (1975) 383.

6. Ibid.

7. For a competent discussion of these topics see Richard Helmstadter, “The Victorian Churches,” *Victorian Prose* 387—432.
vis-à-vis the new political and economic forces that were starting to gain the upper hand in nineteenth century British culture. In 1833 Oxford had, to be sure, some serious liabilities: isolated, out of date, inefficient, even cumbersome. On the other hand, it was rich in beauty and stood like a monastery consecrated to religion and learning, a foil to the main current of modern, industrialized life. For these reasons Oxford could still inspire loyal affection and could serve as a rallying point for a movement, particularly for a religious movement.

In early nineteenth century England religion loomed large in the lives of the upper and middle classes. The importance of religion was helped along by the prevailing Romantic climate of the 1830's, which was partially a reaction to the rationalism of the eighteenth century Enlightenment. Since so many influential persons accepted Christianity as the focal-point of their existence, the history of the period becomes, de facto, the history of the church. Even the politician Gladstone wrote that "he who would understand England must understand her Church — for that is half of the whole matter".

At the time Oxford was the chief school for Anglican theological studies and the training of the clergy. Without the clergy squarely behind it, the Oxford Movement was dead. The Oxford Movement caused theology to become a subject of passionate debate at Oxford and, in fact, all over England. The movement had the net effect of piquing the interest of the country clergy in theological questions and church principles.

The Tractarians brought before the English public this question, "What does it mean to be a Church?" The Tractarians desired a "pure Church" and felt bound to work for such an ideal. The forces which the Tractarians generated sooner or later revivified the art, architecture, teaching and worship not only of the Anglican Church but other churches.


as well. The Tractarians made their appeal to the educated classes not to the popular masses. Up until 1845 the Oxford Movement was an academic and religious movement. It had political implications as well. In fact, one of the major themes of Victorian history is the close linkage between religion, politics and education. Until the 1820’s only Churchmen had full political rights in England.

The Oxford Movement found its sources of inspiration in the faith and piety of the early Church and the Church of the Middle Ages, as opposed to the secularism and rationalism of the Age of Reason. The movement may also be seen as part of the Romantic Movement sweeping through Europe at the start of the nineteenth century. Far from being a liberal or progressive movement, the Oxford Movement was a conservative or reactionary movement. It was, in fact, so conservative that it was on that very account thought to be almost revolutionary in nature.

In order to understand the movement one must consider the condition of English society between the union with Ireland (1800) and the passage of the great Reform Act (1832). During this time England was undergoing a genuine transformation. Just as the issue of nuclear power is a piece de conversation today, so was steam and its uses a topic of conversation in the early nineteenth century. The introduction of the railway system, for example, was simply the application of steam power to transportation. The revolutionary impulse which commenced with the French Revolution in 1789 beat on in the Victorian period. The slogans of “freedom” and “the sovereignty of the people” had wide, popular appeal. Reformers spoke of grandiose schemes to alter the national structure.

At the start of the nineteenth century a new textile industry was on the rise and England had a powerful export industry to complement it. The new machines in the cotton factories were a tangible sign of progress but brought in their train automation. Hence unemployment rose sharply and
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rioting began as workers tried to destroy the machinery which put them out of work.\(^{(19)}\)

The bill for the emancipation of Roman Catholics from their civil disabilities was passed in 1829. More important than this single emancipatory act was the political union with Ireland passed in 1800–01, by reason of which England was forced to change its religious policy. The London government now became responsible for seven million people, of whom five and one-half million were Roman Catholic. To maintain the special disabilities of so many people was impractical. Hence the establishment of the Churches of England and Ireland had to be altered since home rule was out of the question.\(^{(20)}\)

The Tory party under Wellington and Peel were forced to push through Catholic emancipation, still in all, this action split the party. In November, 1830 Wellington said that the system of representation needed no reform. This statement caused the Tory government to fall and a Whig cabinet under Earl Grey took office, pledged to work for the reform of both State and Church.\(^{(21)}\) The first reform bill passed the House of Commons in 1831 only to be rejected in the House of Lords mainly through the efforts of the bishops. In 1832 an amendment was carried in the House of Lords postponing the vital clause disfranchising the pocket boroughs. Lord Grey asked the king to create peers to defeat the opposition and resigned when the king refused. Grey's resignation and the fruitless attempt of Wellington to form a Tory government revived the popular fury of the previous autumn. Some observers thought that a civil war might be imminent.\(^{(22)}\)

After Wellington abandoned the hopeless task of forming a Tory government, Grey returned to power and the king said he would create peers. The third reading passed the Lords on June 4, 1832. This Reform Act eliminated pocket boroughs, gave new industrial cities an adequate number of representatives and established a vote in the boroughs for every householder rated at £10, and a vote in the counties for £ copyholders and £ 50 leaseholders.\(^{(23)}\)

Superficially, the Oxford Movement originated in the suppression of the Irish bishoprics. The church temporalities bill abolished two (Cashel

---

19. Thus Froude writes on Jan. 9, 1831 "'Things are still in a bad way down here... Two very great fires have taken place in our neighbourhood, and, for three or four nights, we expected that our thrashing machine would be set on fire.' 'Remains I, 245–246.


21. Ibid. 25. Actually Lord Grey saw the Reform Act as an aristocratic measure calculated to preserve the status quo against further innovation by turning some of the middle class "poachers" into "game-keepers". Cf. Brendon, *Hurrell Froude xv.*


23. Ibid. 25. Unfortunately, many of the poor and disadvantaged never benefitted from the Reform Bill of 1832, which gave the franchise to the upper and middle classes, but not to the farm workers or the urban, blue collar workers, the very people who most needed the chance for free expression. Cf. R.P. Boas and B.M. Hahn, *Social Backgrounds Of English Literature* (Boston: Little, Brown, And Company, 1930) 207.
and Tuam) of the four Irish archbishoprics and eight of the bishoprics. The Tories lacked a unified front in opposing the Irish Church bill, and the passage of the church temporalities bill (Ireland) made Tory churchmen apprehensive of the approaching parliamentary session of 1834. Now that a precedent was set in Ireland what would happen to the Church of England? The Oxford Movement began on account of these reasons: 1) ten bishoprics in Ireland were suppressed by Parliament; 2) the prelates were threatened and insulted by the Minister of State; 3) certain pamphlets urged the abolition of the Athanasian Creed; 4) some writers wanted the removal of all mention of the Trinity, baptismal regeneration and absolution; 5) Erastianism or the doctrine of state supremacy in church affairs; and 6) there was no principle in the public mind to which concerned clergymen could appeal. The Oxford Movement began, then, in a concerted effort on the part of a handful of concerned clergymen to defend the Church of England against the serious dangers arising from the violent temper of the days of the Reform Bill (1832). Perceptive minds realized the necessity of a broad and intelligible basis on which to maintain the cause of the Church.

At this point in time the Church of England looked backwards rather than forwards. It could not adapt its structure to the needs of the new industrial towns and was incapable of reading the signs of the times. The Church also needed reform badly. Doctrines were nowhere and the sacraments, except for formalities, had gone with the Non-Jurors. The Articles of Religion were signed with indifference at the university. Even the bishops were not all that they should be. As Shane Leslie wryly observes, the Upper Clergy were men of the world but good men of the world.

At the Oriel common room in 1833 William Palmer and Richard Hurrell Froude decided to form an association to defend the liberties and principles of the Church. Froude secured the support of John Keble, and Palmer enlisted the aid of Hugh James Rose, editor of the British Magazine. Rose, who was vicar of Hadleigh in Essex invited Froude, Palmer and Keble to a four day conference there beginning on July 25, 1833. The main question they discussed was this: How to keep the Church from being liberalized?

Six resolutions emerged from their deliberations: 1) they affirmed the principle of apostolic succession; 2) said it was sinful to allow the interference of non-Church members in matters spiritual; 3) stated that the Church should try to secure a more popular base, consistent with apostolicity; 4) protested against the separation of Church and State;

26. Ibid. 2.
28. Church, The Oxford Movement 103.
warned of the need for preparation for such an eventuality; and 6) asserted the duty to raise the consciousness of the clergy on these issues. The debates at Hadleigh disclosed a radical divergence of opinion. John Keble, for example, refused to support points number three and four.\(^{29}\) They also decided to form an association dedicated to promote Church principles and to publish tracts. Newman joined this association and took the leading role in the publication of tracts.\(^{30}\)

There were two main dimensions to the Oxford Movement. First, there was a theological dimension. The Tractarians were deeply interested in the nature of the Church. They emphasized the transcendental, sacramental and other-worldly nature of the Church.\(^{31}\) Second, the Tractarians had a keen interest in the liturgy. They felt that the ancient and undivided Church must be the model, not only in doctrine, but also in liturgy and devotion. In appealing to antiquity the Tractarians put the *Book of Common Prayer* under a microscope and discovered that its rubrics, understood in their historical context, commanded daily worship, frequent celebrations, and more ornaments and vestures than were commonly found in English parish churches.\(^{32}\)

The Tractarians put such stress on external rites and worship because they were imbued with the sacramental principle which says that God uses created means as instruments in acting on a person. The liturgical renewal was thought to be the work of the Spirit, and the Tractarians naturally assumed that what had developed in the way of the liturgy ought to be respected. The Anglican bishops rejected the Catholic-sacramental system, the source of the liturgical changes, accusing the Tractarians of propagating "Catholic" ideas. The Tractarians, for their part, had an ecumenical motive in mind. They believed that liturgical uniformity should lead the way to the visible unity of the Catholic Church.\(^{33}\)

30. William Palmer thought it unfortunate that Newman published these tracts without consulting others. Since the tracts were published anonymously, the whole association became responsible for their contents. As the tone of the tracts drifted toward Rome, Palmer could no longer associate himself with them. Cf. Palmer, *Tracts for the Times* (London: Rivingtons, 1833) 55.
33. Alf Haerdlin, "Kirchliche Einheit und liturgische Einheitlichkeit in der Sicht der Oxford-Bewegung," *Bijdragen* 29 (1968) 297. Mention should be made of the anonymously published *Ecclesiastical Almanacs* which appeared yearly between 1839 and 1843, and which belonged to the Tractarian circle. They contain a calendar noting the feasts and fasts of the *Prayer Book* but also give the Roman rules for fasting and liturgical commemoration. The Almanacs had an explicitly ecumenical purpose, namely, that of hastening the union between the churches and of rendering ourselves "worthy of entering into it." Cf. Alf Haerdlin, *The Tractarian Understanding of the Eucharist* (Uppsala: Almquist & Wiksells, 1965) 245.
According to the Tractarians, the liturgical system of the Church rested on apostolic authority. The term, "Catholic Church", signified not the empirical Church but the primitive Church. The authority of the primitive Church included liturgical forms. As Alf Haerdelin notes, the Tractarians arrived at an understanding of the Church which was essentially catholic. In A Fairwell Letter to his Parishioners, W.J. Bennet said that the rites of the Anglican Church should be formed on the model of universal order, in order to lead to communion with the other churches. Bennet also raised this important ecumenical question:

"Should we, in our liturgy, just as in our dogmas, be so cut off, and exist, in an insular fashion, within the great Christian family?" (34)

Ecumenical Significance

The Oxford Movement was led by a group of dedicated individuals who despite sharing some common concerns still clung to their own opinions. To some extent, then, the term, Oxford Movement, is a misnomer if it is understood to represent one simple idea or issue. For this reason I will treat the ecumenical views of each of the central figures connected with the Oxford Movement in its first phase. It should be noted that the Tractarians did not have reunion as their primary aim. However, the stress they put on the authority of the primitive Church and on the basic catholicity of the Anglican formularies emphasized beliefs held in common with Rome, rather than on those dividing them. (35)

Richard Hurrell Froude (1803 – 36)

The Oxford Movement was generated largely by the influence of mind on mind, personality on personality. This was particularly the case in reference to Richard H. Froude who brought Keble and Newman to understand each other. (36) Froude in turn, was greatly influenced by Keble who stressed the importance of tradition, conscience, reverence and duty. It is from Keble, from Bishop Lloyd’s lectures at Oxford on the liturgy and

34. Ibid.
from his own reading that Froude acquired some of his Catholic views which were later to be incorporated into the Oxford Movement.\footnote{37}

Keble taught Froude the importance of an unbroken historical tradition and a catholic faith which transcended the confines of sectarian Protestantism. Keble also led Froude to question the assumption that the Pope was the Antichrist. Already in 1827 Froude's friends were commenting on his sympathies with the Roman Church. Correspondingly, Froude began to look with suspicion on the English Reformers. Central to Froude's indictment of the English Reformers was their lack of a good etos, meaning the tone of one's moral character. According to Froude the motives of the English Reformers such as Cranmer, Jewel, Latimer and Ridley seemed so ambiguous that he could hardly see what distinguished them from Catholics. Froude saw the Reformers as the initial false prophets of progress who set afloat an individualistic spirit when they doubted ordination, emphasized experience as opposed to faith, and questioned the traditional doctrines of the Church.\footnote{38}

Concomitant with his rejection of the Reformers, Froude increasingly sympathized with the Non-Jurors of 1688 – 1714. He was attracted by their stress on the ancient fathers, the liturgy and the Church Universal. Froude seconded their belief in the independent authority of the Church. As he opposed the Erastianism prevalent in England at the time of the Reform Bill of 1832, Froude had a sense that he was simply following in the path blazed by the Non-Jurors.\footnote{39}

Froude did more than anyone else to bring the Tractarians to the point where they questioned the finality of the Reformation. One finds in Froude's \textit{Remains} for the year, 1834, such statements as "I am every day becoming a less and less loyal son of the Reformation".\footnote{40} Today we recognize the fact that Froude did not do justice to the thought of the Reformers. He looked at history in moral categories of black and white, and did not read widely in the original documents of the Reformation. His indictment of the Reformers may best be seen as a reaction against the glorification of them by the Evangelicals.\footnote{41}

\footnote{39} Ibid. 251.
\footnote{40} \textit{Remains} I, 336. Froude writes that the "Reformation was a limb badly set – it must be broken again in order to be righted." Cf. \textit{Remains} I, 443 and 380.
\footnote{41} Evangelicalism may be traced back to the Evangelical Revival of the eighteenth century where one finds the beginnings of the parish, as opposed to itinerant, ministries of clergy, for example, in William Romaine of London. See Peter Toon, "Evangelicals and Tractarians: then and now," \textit{The Churchman} 93 (1979) 29; Davies, \textit{Worship And Theology} 210 – 240; and David Newsome, "Justification And Sanctification: Newman And The Evangelicals," \textit{JTS} 15 (1964) 32 – 53. For the distinction between Evangelicals, High Church and Low Church see John C. de Satgé, "Evangelical Traditions in Anglican Worship," \textit{One in Christ} 4 (1968) 32 – 65.
One may speak of the ecumenical significance of R.H. Froude in this way: after 1838 churchmen were less inclined to see the Reformation as absolutely pure in its origins and unmixed in its blessings, nor could the Reformers be uncritically acclaimed as the saintly heroes of churchmen. After Froude history could no longer be used as a weapon in sectarian warfare. With his strange indictment of the Reformers and his inadequate historical method, Froude underscored the need for a more balanced interpretation of the Reformation. As Baker observes, the development of a professionally serious and reflective historical method in the second half of the nineteenth century can be traced, in part, to a reaction against the way in which history was manipulated in the controversies surrounding the Oxford Movement, as well as to the increasing availability of primary sources.  

There are other ways in which Froude helped the cause of reunion. It was he who revived the important ideal of celibacy in the Oxford Movement. He also began to veer toward other doctrines, for example, he put a great deal of emphasis on the value of the sacraments especially the Eucharist. Limitations of space preclude a more detailed exposition of his thought on these points.

**John Henry Newman (1801 – 1890)**

This section contains a brief tabulation of certain key features in regard to Newman’s ecumenical vision. One does not find a systematic treatment of ecumenical theology in Newman. For that matter Newman never even claimed to be a theologian. Newman’s theology grew organically and found expression in sermons, letters, marginal notes and papers, tracts, controversial works and long essays. In fact, Newman’s lack of systematization may be partially responsible for John Griffin’s thesis that little of the ecumenical spirit finds expression in Newman’s published volumes.

The first important source for Newman’s ecumenical vision is the *Via Media I* (1837), which contains, *in nuce*, the ecclesiology of the Tractarians. It was occasioned by the need for explaining why the Tractarians who were

42. Baker, “Hurrell Froude” 259.
46. John R. Griffin, “Newman – the Ecumenist?” *Faith & Reason* 8 (1982) 295. Griffin argues that Newman’s anti-ecumenical stance will be a major obstacle in the way of his beatification. One wonders how Griffin can come to such a conclusion when Newman writes in the *Apologia* “… I began to wish for union between the Anglican Church and Rome, if, and when, it was possible; and I did what I could to gain weekly prayers for that object.” *Apologia* 116.
so anti-Protestant were not thereby pro-Roman as some were saying.\(^{47}\) In the *Via Media I* Newman points out how the Church of England is a true branch of the Church Catholic with the Churches of Constantinople and of Rome as coordinate branches.\(^{48}\) In this work Newman insists on catholicity or the Universal Church identifying it with the Church of England. I would observe that the direction the Oxford Movement took from the start in insisting on catholicity was bound to promote reunion.\(^{49}\)

The first characteristic of Newman’s ecumenical vision is its realism. He stresses the common ground between the Church of England and the Roman Church without glossing over the differences.

“In both systems the same Creeds are acknowledged. . . . we both believe in the doctrines of the Trinity, Incarnation, and Atonement; in original sin, in the necessity of regeneration; in the supernatural grace of the Sacraments; in the Apostolical succession; in the obligation of faith and obedience, and in the eternity of future punishment”.\(^{50}\)

In the *Via Media I* Newman charts a moderate course between a false irenicism and polemicism. This same realistic attitude surfaces in his reply to Pusey’s *Eirenicon*. It is true that Newman had a number of reservations to make about Pusey’s *First Eirenicon* of 1865.\(^{51}\) However, Newman’s lack of enthusiasm for the *Eirenicon* was partially dictated by the internal dissensions among the English Roman Catholics.\(^{52}\) Newman knew that the whole area of Anglican-Roman Catholic relations had a thick ice-cap of 1) theological differences; 2) historical baggage and 3) a folklore of religious

---


51. I believe that Griffin is wide of the mark when he says that Pusey’s *Eirenicon* was not read “as an *Eirenicon* at the time.” Cf. Griffin, “Newman – the Ecumenist?” 293. For an opposing viewpoint, see H.P. Liddon, *Life Of Edward Bouverie Pusey IV 1860 – 1882* (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1897) 130–134.

and of national hostility in both communions. Some Anglicans still clung to
the idea that the Pope was the Antichrist. After all, had not Newman himself
as an Anglican maintained such a view of the Pope? (53)

Newman believed in reunion through reform. He saw that the
denominational rigidity of his day precluded reunion. The two communions
were like frozen streams in winter. As they became fluid again in the
sunlight of the apostolic tradition and its legitimate development, they
could flow together and merge into unity, as Crabtree notes. (54) Newman
was realistic enough to see some truth in all traditions and would acknowledge the truth wherever it could be found, even though such a move might involve breaking with his Anglican heritage as it did with his conversion in
1845. (55)

Secondly, Newman believed that reunion was a work of God rather
than a human work. Newman thought, then, that reunion was a matter for
prayer, devotion and a religious spirit. These were for him the ecumenical
tools, par excellence. In the Sermons on Subjects of the Day (1843)
Newman looks upon the division of the churches as rooted in a corruption
of hearts. (56) The doctrine of the communion of saints is the source of
Newman's ecumenical vision. Simple believers participate in the ecumenical
movement by leading holy lives in response to God's grace. For Newman
and the other Tractarians, sanctity is everything:

"Let us but raise the level of religion in our hearts, and it will rise in the world. . . . Let us try to serve God more strictly than heretofore; . . . He will bring together the different parts of the Church, and restore peace and unity as at the first." (57)

57. Newman, Sermons on Subjects of the Day 134. One may call the Victorian period the age of the preacher. The Victorians felt incomplete if they did not hear one sermon each Sunday. Many listened to two or three sermons every Sunday. Cf. R. Green, "Hard Times: The Style of a Sermon," Texas Studies In Literature And Language 11 (1970) 1375 - 96.
John Keble (1792 – 1866)

Politically, John Keble was a sentimental Jacobite, who adopted the position of the Non-Jurors, those who did not accept the political settlement of the Anglican Church consequent upon the abdication of James II. They were on good terms with the Anglican Church by the late eighteenth century but held fast to a tradition of nostalgic Jacobitism and hostility to the establishment.\(^{(58)}\) Keble seemed to accept the establishment but still looked for a chance to cause some trouble. Hence Keble’s reaction to the political situation in the 1830’s was to preach a sermon on “National Apostasy”.\(^{(59)}\)

One finds Keble’s views on reunion scattered throughout his writings. One does not find a systematic exposition of his views on reunion because Keble had a penchant for the concrete and the imaginative rather than for the abstract.\(^{(60)}\) However, Keble still had some strong views on matters ecumenical. Keble, like Newman, emphasizes the doctrine of the communion of saints. One finds this doctrine mentioned in many of Keble’s sermons although it is not developed at length.\(^{(61)}\)

As a corollary to the doctrine of the Mystical Body, Keble insists on the unity of the Church. For Keble there exists a oneness in the Church deeper than any visible signs. Keble opted for the Branch Theory which states that the Anglican, Greek and Roman communions are part of the one Church of Christ. Each part has preserved true doctrine and valid sacraments. Keble believed that a real mysterious unity existed between each branch, and in his sermon, “The Church One” emphasizes this essential oneness.\(^{(62)}\)

Because he considered each branch to have preserved valid sacraments through the apostolic succession, Keble argued that a sacramental unity bound all Christians together. In his *Sermons, Academical and Occasional* Keble speaks of a sacramental unity which transcended all differences that separate the branches. Keble explained this profound unity in its analogy with the unity of the human race.\(^{(63)}\) For Keble each branch has maintained the elements of the true Church and must wait until a council of the whole Church may bring them together again.\(^{(64)}\) Keble writes,

---

59. Ibid. 113.
63. Ibid.
“However... it seems to be of the very most importance that we should keep in our minds... the fact that we stand as orthodox Catholics upon the constant virtual appeal to the oecumenical voice of the Church, expressed by the four great Councils, and by a general consent in all ages during which she continued undivided. And if that voice be disputed, is there any conceivable way of bringing the dispute to an issue, except only another true Oecumenical Council, when such by God’s grace may be had?” (65)

Keble's ecclesiology gives primacy to the whole Church, which is superior to any of its three branches. Keble regretted the fact that those who, without intending schism, were cut off from the Roman Church in the sixteenth century were called “protestant” rather than the term he preferred “appellant”. The latter term would have recalled Luther's appeal to a General Council. (66) The strong emphasis put by Keble on the term appellant shows that he considered the present division between the branches as temporary in nature, and that all three branches must submit to the higher authority, namely, the Church Universal. (67) In short, Keble desired to see a united Catholic Church, one in which Christians could communicate wherever they might travel, as he says in his Sermons on the Liturgy. (68)

Finally, Keble believed that the best way to full visible unity involved trodding the path of personal holiness, a path which Keble himself knew so very well. Close union with one another would be the result of a close union with Christ. For Keble as for Newman, deeper personal holiness in each Christian is the ecumenical tool. Keble did not believe in individual conversions from one communion to another. Keble wanted others to remain where they were to work diligently for the reform of abuses in their own respective communions. In this matter Keble and Newman were again kindred spirits. (69)

William Palmer (1803 – 85)

W. Palmer was a rigid High Churchman called by the great Roman theologian, Fr. Perrone, “theologorum Oxoniensium facile princeps”. (70)

65. Ibid. 31.
66. Ibid. 30.
67. Ibid. 31.
68. Ibid. 32.
70. There were two William Palmer’s in nineteenth century Oxford. William Palmer of Magdalene College (1811 – 1879) wanted to join the Eastern Orthodox Church but was refused permission in 1840. He believed that the separation between Rome and Constantinople was caused by misunderstandings on both sides, rather than by any serious doctrinal differences between the two churches. Cf. R.D. Middleton, Magdalene Studies 112. This essay deals with William Palmer of Worcester College (1803 – 85). Cf. The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church 2 ed. (ed. F.L. Cross; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973) 197.
Palmer's *Treatise on the Church* (1838) sheds important light on his ecumenical views.\(^{(71)}\) In these two tomes, Palmer sets forth the famous Branch Theory of the Church. Palmer believes that particular churches were instituted by the Apostles in obedience to the will of God, not to divide but to organize the Church Universal. Scripture, notes Palmer, does not promise that the Church should never be divided. Palmer argues that the Roman Church continued to be a true Church, that is, a Church of Christ, both before and after the Reformation.

Palmer asserts that the Roman Church was impressed with a revered opinion which regarded the Pope as the divinely appointed center of unity. Everyone who did not communicate with the Pope was cut off from the Church.\(^{(72)}\) Palmer is quite willing to grant the ancient, legitimate privileges of the Pope. He remarks that the bishops have influence and authority in proportion to the dignity of their churches. For this reason whenever the bishop of Rome was in communion with the entire Church he would naturally be the center of unity because of his authority in the Church Universal, which would lead churches in every part of the world to communicate with him often.\(^{(73)}\)

Palmer would grant the Pope privileges but not jurisdiction or coercive power. He sees the papacy as no longer the principle of unity but as the grand stumbling-block to reunion between the Western and Eastern churches. Palmer argues that whoever is separated from communion with the Pope is not necessarily cut off from the catholic church. For Palmer the unity of the one fold may subsist even if external communion were at times interrupted through misunderstandings or infirmities. He believes that the Anglican Church removed herself from the Pope's jurisdiction but not from the communion of the Universal Church. Palmer uses the same kind of logic in regard to Protestants on the Continent whom he refuses to see as cut off from the unity of the Church.\(^{(74)}\)

I have two observations to make about Palmer's importance for ecumenism. First, he saw clearly how crucial the issue of the papacy was to the dialogue between the churches. Palmer's underlying question remains with us today, namely, to what extent is the concept of papal primacy integral to ecclesiology and how should such a primacy be exercised in the


\[^{(73)}\] Palmer, *A Treatise II*, 505. The Venice Statement (1976) sounds a similar note when it states that early in the Church a "function of oversight of the other bishops of their region was assigned to bishops of prominent sees." Cf. *The Final Report* 56.

\[^{(74)}\] Palmer writes that Luther and his followers did not separate from the Roman Church but were excommunicated and forcibly expelled by the Pope. Cf. *A Treatise I*, 337.
In saying that there exists no inbuilt resistance in the Church of England to the concept of primacy as such, Palmer stands solidly in the tradition of Archbishop Wake, Field, Laud, Bramhall and Cosin, all of whom would also grant a primacy of order/dignity to the Pope within the context of a strongly collegial setting. Even today Anglicans share Palmer’s views about primacy having its essential context in collegiality and have trouble in squaring the teaching of Vatican I on infallibility and immediate jurisdiction with this framework.

Second, one reason Palmer and his fellow Tractarians had reunion on their mind had to do with their extensive knowledge of history. Indeed, a cursory reading of Palmer’s *Treatise on the Church*, not to mention his book, *Origenes Liturgicae* (1832) on the history of the English liturgy, bears out Palmer’s great knowledge of history. Even the Anglican bishops in 1845 acknowledged the fact that the Tractarians made us aware of certain subjects such as “the unity of the Church... subjects on which we have so long been silent that the very terms seem strange to the ears of our congregations....”

*Edward Bouverie Pusey (1800 – 82)*

One must be aware of Pusey’s family background to understand his position in the Oxford Movement. By descent the Bouveries were French Walloons, sixteenth century Protestant emigrants to England who subsequently made a modest fortune in the Turkish trade. The home life of Pusey was Hanoverian and moderately aristocratic since his father succeeded to the estates of the Pusey family in 1788, having already taken the surname, Pusey, as a requirement for this succession.

After preparatory school Pusey attended Eton, Christ Church, Oxford and then Oriel College. Christ Church was a college closely linked with politics and administration. It aimed to create a first-rate governing elite class. At Christ Church Pusey found himself in a Hanoverian, scholarly but worldly, practical atmosphere. Whereas Christ Church was designed to export undergraduates, Copleston’s Oriel was constructed to encourage intellectuals within Oxford at the postgraduate level. As H.C.G. Matthews

---


observes, it did so with considerable catholicity and with a readiness to
defend Anglicanism in fresh and challenging terms.\(^{79}\)

As part of his Hanoverian background, Pusey brought to the Oxford
Movement the certainty that the Church of England was a national Church.
With his keen political sense, nurtured at Christ Church, Pusey saw the
danger in 1833 on a much wider scale than the battle with the Whigs in
regard to Church reform. He realized that the very existence of Christianity
was on the line. Consequently, Pusey felt free to use whatever measures
worked, even if these remedies were Roman. Hence the ease with which
Pusey could point out the positive features of Rome as in his \textit{Eirenicon} of
1865.\(^{80}\)

Pusey's \textit{Eirenicon} of 1865 is his most important contribution to
ecumenism. He wrote this work in reaction to Manning's attack upon the
Anglican Church. In this first \textit{Eirenicon} Pusey knew that he was carrying on
the ecumenical spirit of Du Pin and Archbishop Wake. He points out the
fact that the differences between the formal teaching of the Anglican and
the Roman churches is smaller than is often supposed. As Pusey said in an
explanatory letter to \textit{The Weekly Register}:

"I am thankful that you have brought out the main drift and
object of my \textit{Eirenicon}... to show that, in my conviction, there is
no insurmountable obstacle to the union of the Roman, Greek and
Anglican communions. I have long been convinced that there is
nothing in the Council of Trent which could not be explained
satisfactorily to us, if it were explained authoritatively... nothing
in our Articles which cannot be explained rightly, as not con­
tradicting anything held to be \textit{de fide} in the Roman Church. The
great body of the faith is held alike by both".\(^{81}\)

Pusey felt that Anglican objections to Rome relate to Mary, and to
the popular teaching about Purgatory and indulgences. However, this teaching
is not found in the formal decrees at Trent. What Pusey implies is this: that
there exists a hierarchy of truth in regard to the faith. Statements which are
authoritatively asserted to be not \textit{de fide} need not necessarily to be taken
into account in discussions about reunion.\(^{82}\) As a precedent for such
explanations Pusey points to the overtures which Du Pin and Archbishop

79. Ibid. 104.
80. Ibid. 119. In his first \textit{Eirenicon} Pusey consciously knew that he was continuing the
believes that Pusey never intended his book to be an \textit{Eirenicon} yet Pusey himself writes,
"At last my book is finished. I think that I said that it was meant to turn out an
Eirenicon" (ibid.).
81. Brandreth, \textit{The Oecumenical Ideals} 41.
82. Liddon, \textit{Life IV} 108. Even today the dogmas of the Immaculate Conception and the
Assumption raise a special problem for those Anglicans who do not consider that "the
precise definitions given by these dogmas are sufficiently supported by Scripture." \textit{The
Final Report} 96.
Wake made to each other when the former proposed a union between the Gallican and English Churches. (83)

**Concluding Reflections**

As a conclusion to this study of the ecumenical significance of the Oxford Movement, I offer for reflection the following four points, which are closely knit together.

First, instead of regarding the division between the churches as a fait accompli, the Tractarians attempted to look at the possibilities for dialogue so as to effect an eventual reunion. They accomplished this in several ways. Richard H. Froude refused to glorify the Reformers and did not regard the Reformation settlement as fixed and final. William Palmer went further and said that the reformed were not exempt from faults and errors both in doctrine and discipline. (84)

John Kelbe took a different track. He viewed the present division between the churches as temporary in nature rather than as written in stone. Newman stressed the common ground that exists between the Anglican and Roman communions thus anticipating the Malta Report of 1968. (85) Pusey, on the other hand, wrote that the differences in formal teaching between Rome and the Church of England are smaller than are commonly supposed. He believed that the Anglican objections to Rome related to Mary and to popular teaching about indulgences and purgatory. Thus Pusey anticipated The Venice Statement of 1981 Authority in the Church which said that special difficulties are created by the recent Marian dogmas. (86)

The influence of the Oxford Movement was not limited to the Anglican

---

83. There were other aspects of Pusey’s life which advanced the cause of ecumenism. In 1845 Pusey helped establish the first Anglican sisterhood and encouraged such efforts throughout his life. He also preached the sermon, “The Entire Absolution of the Penitent” in 1846 from which dates the practice of private confession in the modern Church of England. Cf. “Edward Bouverie Pusey (1800 – 82)” in The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church 1147.


86. The Final Report 96; 117.
Church. It also had an impact on the English Free Churches and on the Church of Scotland. This occurred in various ways. Some churches began to pray and think in terms of the Universal Church as opposed to the ecclesiølæ, their thoughts turning to the reunited one Church. The Oxford Movement made the Free Churches in England question their own raison d'etre and look to their own traditions and the corporate witness of their own churches.

Some churches, as a result of the Oxford Movement, began a re-evaluation of worship as such instead of just regarding prayers and praises as a propedeutic to preaching. Other churches in England and Scotland put liturgical elements or even entire liturgical forms into their services, as Horton Davies observes. Finally, the correlation of Christianity with culture on the part of the Tractarians influenced the building and furnishing of sanctuaries in which symbolism, as opposed to mere functionalism, played a major role.

Second, the Tractarians highlighted the fact that there exists a oneness in the Church which runs deeper than any visible signs. John Keble would say that there is a sacramental unity which transcends the differences that separate the three branches of the Church Catholic, namely, the Anglican, the Orthodox and the Roman. The Tractarians were remarkable for their insistence on the "whole Church" which they consider to be superior to any of its branches. There appears to be a correlation between Keble's distinction of internal versus external communion and the distinction drawn by Vatican II between full and partial communion.

William Palmer pursues a similar line of thought when he writes that unity may subsist even if external communion was sometimes interrupted through misunderstandings or infirmities. At the third Lambeth Conference in 1888 the famous "Quadrilateral" was written which formed the basis for all subsequent Anglican action in regard to reunion. The Quadrilateral was the adoption of a line of thought found in W. Palmer, which may be traced back to the seventeenth century Caroline divines. To the Oxford Movement the Lambeth Quadrilateral owed a sense of the unity of the Church as an essential object of religious faith and the need to make unity a visible fact, an idea which finds expression in the Windsor Statement of 1981, "Authority in the Church II".

Third, the Oxford Movement continually reminds us that the goal of complete reunion transcends human efforts and possibilities, but is a work of God, as Keble and Newman pointed out. The best theological scholarship in the world will not bring about Church unity. It has to be scholarship

88. Ibid.
89. Ibid.
92. Ibid. 99.
rooted in prayer, devotion and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit. This idea of Newman finds expression in the Decree on Ecumenism from Vatican II, *Unitatis Redintegratio* where it says that no ecumenism worthy of the name will come about without interior conversion.

Fourth, the Tractarians desired corporate reunion or organic unity in contradistinction to individual conversions from one communion to another. Pusey, for example, wanted corporate reunion because he saw the operation of the Holy Spirit upon the Church as a whole. In a letter to W.E. Gladstone Pusey writes, "it is God the Holy Ghost, the Author of Peace and Lover of Concord, Who is putting into people's hearts to wish to be one". In having organic unity as their implicit goal, the Tractarians anticipated both the Malta Report of 1968 and the Final Report of the Anglican-Roman Catholic International Commission.

96. Ibid. 112.